FULLER, SOFTER,
NATURAL LOOKING LIPS

Are you ready for your close up?

LET YOUR LIPS DO
THE TALKING
Lips are personal to us all, an individualised tool we use every day and
is often the centre of attention without even knowing. Our lips convey
warmth and receptivity so you want a quality product to enhance and
create your desired look.
Beauty ideals have changed over time. Obvious volume and
augmentation of the lips that has been the trend in the past, is on the
way out. We now look for symmetry and balance rather than sizeable
impact. Let Emervel Lips give you the result you expect.

HOW OUR LIPS AGE
The lips and mouth area are often exposed to external factors that result
in ageing; both from diverse weather conditions and smoking, but also
because you use it every day when you laugh and talk. Our lips do
not retain water the same way other skin tissue does, therefore they
are more susceptible to dehydration, thinning and imbalance. Lip
treatments are an effective way to achieve fuller, healthier looking lips
to give you a more youthful appearance.

FEEL THE LONGLASTING SOFTNESS OF
BEAUTIFUL LIPS
EMERVEL LIPS – THE SCIENCE PART…
Emervel® Lips is a Hyaluronic Acid dermal filler and part of the Emervel
portfolio, designed using the unique Optimal Balance Technology™,
which it enables a safe, long lasting treatment outcome.
Emervel Lips has been tailor made to integrate into the delicate lip tissue
to create beautiful looking lips that are soft and natural. It extremely
versatile and can be used to increase volume to create fuller looking lips,
add definition or contour the lip line – meeting your every need.

MEETING YOUR EXPECTATIONS
Emervel Lips contains Lidocaine, a local anaesthetic to make your
treatment experience as comfortable as possible.
In studies, Emervel Lips showed excellent tolerability with mild to
moderate swelling. This means that you can feel assured if you have a
lunch time treatment you can return to work with a natural smile and
people wont even notice (except that you have lovely looking lips).

92%*OF PATIENTS WOULD LIKE TO
HAVE EMERVEL AGAIN1

HOW CAN EMERVEL LIPS
ENHANCE MY LIPS?

NATURAL LOOKING
RESULTS BEFORE & AFTERS

ENHANCE AND REBALANCE YOUR LIPS TO GIVE
A NATURAL, REVITILSED APPEARANCE.
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Enhance Lip Volume

3 months later

Add definition to the
lip line/border

Courtesy of Teresa Kis Aesthetics
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“I had my lips enhanced and on
the same evening went out for
dinner. No one could tell that
they had just been treated and
that gives me the confidence
that you can achieve a natural
result with Emervel.” Vikki
After

Enhance and lift your cupids
bow adding definition

Courtesy of Dr Beatriz Molina – Medikas

Reduce visible smoker lines and
lift the mouth corners to give
you a happy smile.

“One of the main benefits is that it doesn’t swell very much at all in
comparison to most of the other products on the market. It settles
much quicker so people can actually have their lips done and in 98% of
cases go out for a meal that night without it being overly noticeable”
Dr Beatriz Molina
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FAQ’S
WHAT IS HYALURONIC ACID?
Hyaluronic acid is a naturally occuring sugar that exists in almost
all living organisms. It absorbs water and is also important for the
transport of nutrients, regulating water balance and giving volume
and structure to our skin.

IS EMERVEL SAFE?
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Emervel has undergone extensive testing to ensure safety and
efficacy are clinically proven. The advantage of hyaluronic acid
products , they offers long-lasting yet reversible and non-permanent
results. During your consultation , your fully qualified practitioner
should address any concerns and expectations.

HOW LONG DOES A TREATMENT TAKE?
Treatment will only begin once a full consultation and medical history
is completed . After this step has been finalised the treatment is
simple and quick - It normally takes around 15-20 minutes.

WHAT TO EXPECT AFTER YOUR TREATMENT.
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Results can be seen instantly. Patients can experience a little
discomfort immediately after treatment, but effects such as swelling,
redness and itching usually resolve by themselves after a few hours or
days dependent on each individual.

WILL I NEED A TOP-UP?
To maintain your look, you will need to revisit your practitioner
for repeat treatment or a ‘top up’, as Emervel is not permanent.
Retreatment scheduling will be advised by your practitioner, but most
patients return for a top-up after 6-12 months.

Courtesy of Dr Rita Rakus

Emervel Lips is specifically designed for smooth integration into the
sensitive lip tissue to improve fullness and definition , for a long lasting
natural effect.
If you love Emervel Lips, see what the Emervel range of dermal fillers
can offer you. Visit www.emervel.co.uk for more information or ask
your practitioner.

Try it, Love it, Live it

Ref:1. Cartier et al, J Drugs Dermatol. 2012; 11 (1)(Supp): s17-s26
(*Results taken from a mean value across all treatments performed in study)
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